Disability Advisory Committee-Meeting Minutes-

November 18, 2010, 3:30-4:45

Members present: Andriel Dees, Mark Johnson, Florence Monsour, Imitiaz Moosa, Travis Tubre, Brenda Wright.

General discussion took place of the previous years efforts of the committee. The role and responsibilities of the committee was discussed. Florence had contacted Jim Madsen, Faculty Senate President, for any specific charges for the committee. Jim’s response was that Faculty Senate would support any direction the committee wanted to take.

Universal Design was discussed and how we might utilize the expertise of a UW-System professor in a workshop. The committee wanted to gather more information about Universal Design and its impact on a faculty members teaching. The committee also wanted more information regarding cost and availability of the guest speaker. Mark Johnson volunteered to contact Dr. Aura Hirschman.

Respectfully submitted

Florence Monsour

Chair & Recorder